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Abstract  

 

Copula verb links the subject of a sentence with a predicate that is expressed by a noun. Copula 

usually is in the same time verb of existence. In Ainu the situation is rather unique since Ainu 

has a special verb – ne that expresses only copular meanings and can’t be used to express the 

meanings of existence or presence. The same situation is in Chinese, and it seems that such 

grammatical feature is rather characteristic for whole Ainu-Minoan stock (to which Ainu and 

Sino-Tibetan languages belong). Also it is possible to suppose that singular form of verb “to 

exist”, “to be in a place” used with animate nouns – an, verb “to dwell in a place” – un, and 

copula – ne can be derivatives of the same ancient form; however, now even approximate view 

of this form can’t be reconstructed anyhow, and it is a matter of further researches.  
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1. Introduction to the problem  

 

Copula (also copulative or copular verb) links the subject of a sentence with a predicate that is 

expressed by a noun. The word copula derives from the Latin noun for a “link” or “tie” that 

connects two different things (for more details see: Copula (linguistics)). Copulative verbs 

usually are at the same time verbs of existence. 

 

Some examples from English: 

 

1) She is a student. 

 

2) The cat is inside the box. 

 

Some examples from Japanese:  

 

3) あの人は学生だ。 

     Anohito(1) wa(2) gakusei(3) da(4). 

     She(1) topic marker(2) student(3) is(4) 

     “She is a student”. 

 

4) 猫は箱のなかにだ。 

    Neko(1) wa(2) hako(3) no(4) naka(5) ni(6) da(7). 

    Cat(1) topic marker (2) box(3) possessive particle(4) inside (5 – 6) is (7).  

    “The cat is inside the box”.  

 

We can see that in English and in Japanese verbs expressing copular meaning (to be and だ da
1
) 

are also used to express presence in a certain location.   

                                                           
1
 Verb だ da is a familiar/plain form of Japanese copulative verb.  
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In Ainu language can be singled out three verbs expressing the idea of existence, the idea of 

presence in a certain location:  

● the verb “to exist”, “to be in a place” used with animate nouns
2
 – an (singular form), oka 

(plural form); 

● the verb “to exist”, “to be in a place” used with inanimate nouns – oma; 

● the verb “to dwell in a place”, “to stay somewhere” – un. 

 

And besides these three verbs, there is pure copula – ne. This copula ne generally has the same 

form for singular and plural, but optionally can take the plural suffix of -pa: 

 

1 sg. – ku=ne – “I am” 

1 pl. – ci=ne(-pa) – “we are” 

2 sg. – e=ne – “you (sg.) are” 

2 pl. – eci=ne(-pa) – “you (pl.) are” 

3 sg. – ne – “he/she/it is” 

3 pl. – ne(-pa) – “they are” 

Indefinite person sg.: a-ne – “someone is” 

Indefinite person pl.: a-ne(-pa) – “some people are” (Tamura 2000: 50). 

 

(This and other examples of Ainu language used in the current paper are examples of Saru 

dialect, see fig. 1) 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Map showing the area of Saru dialect  

                                                           
2
 In Ainu language animate nouns are mainly people and beings which can be considered as close to human beings.  
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The uniqueness of Ainu copula is the fact that it is used only to express link between the subject 

of a sentence with a predicate that is expressed by a noun. Unlike English and Japanese copulas 

Ainu copula can’t be used to express the idea of presence in a certain location.   

 

5)  Ani(1) kakusei/estutentu
3
(2) ne(3). 

     She(1) student(2) is(3). 

     “She is a student”. 

 

In this phrase verb ne expresses the link between the subject of the sentence and the predicate 

that is a noun.  

 

6) *Cape(1) tekko(2) or(3) ta(4) ne(5).  

      Cat(1) box(2) inside(3 – 4) is(5) 

     “The cat is inside the box”.  

 

Such an Ainu phrase is ungrammatical. This phrase should be the following: 

 

7) Cape(1) tekko(2) or(3) ta(4) an(5).  

    Cat(1) box(2) inside(3 – 4) exists(4). 

    “The cat is inside the box”. 

 

2. Ainu pure copula and Ainu-Minoan stock  

 

The so-called pure copula seems to be a characteristic feature of languages of Ainu-Minoan 

stock
4
. Inside the Ainu-Minoan stock Ainu language is rather close to Sino-Tibetan languages. If 

we take a look at, for instance, Chinese we can see that in Chinese as well as in Ainu there is 

special pure copular verb 是 shì, that is used to express link between the subject of a sentence 

and a predicate: 

 

8) 她是学生。 

    Tā(1) shì(2) xuéshēng(3). 

    She(1) is(2) student(3). 

    “She is a student”. 

 

This 是 shì can’t be used to express the idea of presence in a location: 

 

9) *猫是箱子。 

      Māo(1) shì(2) xiāngzi(3). 
       The cat(1) is(2) box(3) 

        “The cat is inside the box” 

 

Such a phrase is ungrammatical as well as example 6. This phrase should be the following: 

 

10)  猫在箱子。 

        Māo(1) zài(2) xiāngzi(3). 

        The cat(1) is in the place of(2) box(3). 

                                                           
3
 As far as originally in Ainu there is no word for student I suppose that it can be borrowed either from Japanese 

(gakusei “student”) or from English (student). 
4
 About Ainu-Minoan stock see Akulov 2018.  
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        “The cat inside the box”. 

 

In Chinese as well as in Ainu copular verb expresses only links between subjects of sentences 

and predicates expressed by nouns, while for expressing the idea of presence in a certain 

location verb 在 zài is used.  

 

Thus, it seems that this feature, i.e.: pure copula can be a typological characteristic feature of 

Ainu-Minoan stock, however, this question needs further studies.  

 

3. Some preliminary notes on the history of Ainu copula and verbs of existence  

 

If we take a look at Ainu verbs of existence and Ainu copula, it can be possible to suppose that 

singular form of verb “to exist”, “to be in a place” used with animate nouns – an, verb “to dwell 

in a place”, “to stay somewhere” – un, and copula – ne can be derivatives of the same ancient 

form. It looks like forms an and un of modern Ainu are more closely connected than each of 

them and ne (see fig. 2).  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Preliminary scheme illustrating the history and relationships of Ainu verbs of existence 

and copula  

 

It seems to be rather natural that un, an and ne can be derivatives of the same ancient verb, but 

now even its approximate view isn’t possible to be reconstructed anyhow, it is a matter of 

further studies.  
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